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Abstract 
The intention of this thesis is to evaluate the FE-model used for modal analysis of the 
component fan booster spool, developed and manufactured at Volvo Aero Corporation, 
Trollhättan. The component is a part of the civil aircraft engine GEnx which is developed 
for the aircraft Boeing 787 Dreamliner.  
 Initial testing of the spool indicated a good correlation between analysis and test but 
when the spool later was tested in a complete assembled engine, an obvious divergence in 
result were obtained. The natural frequencies of the second nodal diameter indicated a 
stiffer tendency of the spool in test than predicted in analysis.  
 Volvo Aero Corporation started to evaluate how boundary conditions at the front had 
been applied in the FE-model but could not find any reasons to explain the stiffer 
tendency of the spool obtained in test. A theory was evolved which implied that an initial 
contact between the spool and a wear layer at the stator could induce a stiffening effect 
when the spool due to rotational loads expands in the radial direction. This thesis was 
therefore initiated to evaluate if the contact could be included in the FE-model and prove 
to stiffen the spool. 
 The thesis evaluates the FE-model of the fan booster spool with respect to boundary 
conditions, constraints and modeling technique in the FE-software Ansys 10.0. A 
thoroughly survey of the individual influence from varying conditions indicate a robust 
component with a low sensitivity to external and internal interference.  
 A stiffening effect on the booster spool related to an initial contact with the stator 
wear layer has been confirmed in this thesis. The contact has shown to particularly affect 
the second nodal diameter and increase its natural frequencies. A proposal for a modeling 
technique which accounts for the stiffening effect in the design process has not been 
recommended in this work since the effect is told to be lost after a running-in period. 
 It has in this work been proved that the method previously used in Ansys to account 
for so-called spin softening effects, kspin, results in conservative values for the natural 
frequencies of the spool. A recommendation based on the outcome of results is therefore 
to exclude the kspin option from modal analyses of this specific component. The choice 
of sector size and method used to connect mass elements to structure has also proved to 
significantly affect the result of the natural frequencies. 
 The radial displacements of the booster spool have been analyzed at different 
positions as a function of the rotational velocity. The result indicates that the velocity 
when the seal teeth of the spool first get in contact with the wear layer is almost identical 
to the velocity when strains first occur according to strain gauge test data.  
 Geometrical studies of the spool have shown that the rear hub of the spool is the most 
efficient position to redesign if a stiffer component is desired. A final calculation has 
estimated that the safety margin for the second nodal diameter of the fan booster spool is 
31% for the FE-model and 66% for a spool component tested in a complete assembled 
engine.  
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Sammanfattning 
Avsikten med denna avhandling är att utvärdera den FE-modell som använts i 
modalanalyser av komponenten fan booster spool, framtagen och tillverkad av Volvo 
Aero Corporation, Trollhättan. Detaljen kommer att ingå i den civila flygplansmotorn 
GEnx som är utvecklad för flygplanet Boeing 787 Dreamliner. 
 Inledande tester av spolen påvisade en mycket god korrelation mellan analys och test 
men när spolen senare provkördes i en komplett monterad motor noterades en uppenbar 
skillnad i resultat. Den andra noddiameterns egenfrekvenser indikerade att spolen i test 
hade ett något styvare beteende än vad som beräknats i analys.  
 Volvo Aero Corporation började undersöka hur randvillkoren vid inspänningen av 
spolen hade ansatts i FE-modellen men fann inga orsaker som kunde förklara den 
experimentellt styvare tendensen. En teori utvecklades som byggde på att en initiell 
kontakt mellan rotor och ett slitskikt på statorn kunde framkalla en förstyvande effekt på 
spolen när rotorn på grund av rotationslaster expanderar radiellt. Detta examensarbete 
initierades då för att undersöka om denna kontakt kunde inkluderas i FE-modellen och för 
att utreda om kontakten har en möjlighet att förstyva spolen.  
 Avhandlingen utvärderar FE-modellen med avseende på randvillkor, laster och 
modelleringsteknik i FE-programmet Ansys 10.0. En grundlig kartläggning av spolens 
känslighet påvisar en robust komponent med hög motståndskraft mot yttre och inre 
störningar.  
 En förstyvande effekt relaterad till en initiell kontakt mellan slitskikt och spole 
bekräftas i denna avhandling. Kontakten har visat sig ha särskild inverkan på den andra 
noddiametern och dess egenfrekvenser. Ett förslag på modelleringsteknik där den 
förstyvande effekten inkluderas har däremot inte föreslagits i detta arbete då effekten 
enligt uppgift går förlorad efter en inkörningsperiod. 
 Det har i detta arbete visats att det kommando som i Ansys tidigare använts för att 
kompensera för så kallade spin softening-effekter, kspin, resulterar i konservativa värden 
för spolens egenfrekvenser. En rekommendation baserad på de resultat som framkommit 
är därför att utesluta funktionen kspin i modalanalyser för denna komponent. Valet av 
sektorstorlek och kopplingsmetod mellan masselement och spole har också visats ha en 
tydlig inverkan på de beräknade egenfrekvenserna. 
 Spolens radiella förskjutningar har analyserats som funktion av rotationshastigheten. 
Resultatet visar att den hastighet då kontakt mellan tätningständer och spole etableras är 
nästintill identisk med den hastighet då töjningar först börjar uppträda i spolen enligt 
testdata från töjningsgivarprov.   
 Geometriska studier av spolen har visat att det bakre navet på spolen är den mest 
effektiva delen att förändra om en styvare komponent är önskvärd. En slutgiltig 
beräkning har uppskattat att spolens säkerhetsmarginal för den andra noddiametern är 
31% för FE-modellen och 66% för en komponent körd i en komplett monterad motor.
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Nomenclature and abbreviations 
ω0  Rotational speed where resonance has been obtained in test.  [rpm] 
ωr Redline rotational speed for the booster spool.  [rpm] 
 
Frequencies concerning the original design:  [Hz] 

0f  Frequency at ω0 where resonance has been obtained in test.   

0f  Predicted resonance frequency at ω0 for the second nodal diameter. 

rf  Predicted frequency at ωr.   
 
Frequencies concerning the new design:  [Hz] 

0F  Frequency at ω0 where resonance can be expected in test.    

0F  Predicted resonance frequency at ω0 for the second nodal diameter. 

rF  Predicted frequency at ωr.  
 
 
COG Centre of gravity 
DOF Degree of freedom 
EO Engine order 
FBS Fan booster spool 
FE Finite element 
FEM Finite element method   
FPS Flow path spacer 
GE General Electric 
HPC High pressure compressor 
HPT High pressure turbine 
LPC Low pressure compressor 
LPT Low pressure turbine 
ND Nodal diameter 
NSV Non-synchronic vibrations 
RTV Room temperature vulcanisation 
VAC Volvo Aero Corporation
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1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to describe the function and design of the fan booster spool (FBS) and 
the GEnx engine. The task is described and the method chosen to solve the problem is 
presented. 

1.1 Background 
Volvo Aero Corporation (VAC) is a partner in the General Electric (GE) engine project 
GEnx, which is an engine developed for the aircrafts Boeing 787 Dreamliner and Boeing 
747-Advance. The engine exists in two versions, 1B and 2B, where 1B has been 
developed for the Boeing Dreamliner and is the engine considered in this report.  
 GEnx has attracted attention for its composition of many lightweight components in 
composite materials. With a weight saving design and a more fuel efficient engine, GE 
state that the engine will be able to increase the airborne time with 30% compared to the 
engines it replaces. The GEnx took its first flight in February 2007 but is in February 
2008 not yet in commercial use. [1]  
 In the GEnx project, VAC is responsible for design, development, manufacturing and 
product support of the components; fan hub frame, turbine rear frame and fan booster 
spool. The booster spool is the component of the GEnx engine considered in this report 
and the rotating part of the low pressure compressor placed right after the fan. [2]  
 
 
 

              
 
Figure 1.1 The GEnx engine. 
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1.2 The fan booster spool 

1.2.1 Function 
GEnx is a jet engine with two turbines, one high pressure turbine (HPT) and one low 
pressure turbine (LPT). The turbines are individually connected with shafts transmitting 
torque to a compressor. The HPT drives the high pressure compressor (HPC) and the LPT 
drives the low pressure compressor (LPC), figure 1.2. The LPC is placed right after the 
fan and its rotor is mounted with bolts to the fan disk to which the large fan blades are 
assembled. The fan disk is also the component connecting the rotor to the driving shaft. 
 The rotating part of the LPC contains of the spool considered in this report and 
several compressor blades assembled to the spool in four so called dove tails, compressor 
stage 2-5, R2-R5 in figure 1.3. Opposite the compressor stages are five stages of stator 
vanes positioned. Their function is to direct the incoming airflow towards the compressor 
blades. Another airflow directing component is the flow path spacer (FPS), figure 1.3. 
The FPS is mounted in the front of the booster spool and directs the air from the fan 
towards the first stator vanes. 
 
 

                
 
Figure 1.2 Declarations of components in the GEnx engine. 
  
 The angular velocity of the spool varies during flight which requires well designed 
rotating parts. The velocity for which calculated results must fulfil the design criterion 
stated by GE is the so called redline speed, ωr. This value is greater than the maximum 
operating speed and only defined as a design parameter. The FBS is placed in a relatively 
low temperature environment, approximately 400K. Its maximum diameter is about 1.2m 
and the axial length approximately 0.7m. 
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1.2.2 Design  
On every compressor stage of the FBS, one load slot and two lock slots are milled to 
make assembling of blades, locking lugs and balance weights possible. The two locking 
lugs at each stage are used to keep the blades in place and prevent tangential movement. 
All of the slots are placed symmetrical to every stage to minimize unbalance during 
rotation. If unbalance is detected during testing of the FBS, weight compensation is 
performed with the assembling of balance weights. 
 The material of the spool is Ti-6Al-4V which is often used in aircraft applications and 
the most commercially common titanium alloy in Europe and the U.S. The material 
composition has high tensile strength and good formability compared to other titanium 
alloys. [3] 
 The compressor blades assembled on the FBS are when not operating close to contact 
with the stator through a thin layer of material, RTV (room temperature vulcanisation). 
RTV is a silicone elastomer with low resistance to wear. When the LPC-rotor undergoes 
radial expansion due to centrifugal forces will the tip of the blades get in contact with the 
stator through the RTV-layer which then will be worn down by the blade tips. The 
upcoming layer profile will result in airtight sections between blade and stator at 
operative speed which is a favourable feature for a well-functioning compressor. 
Additional layers of RTV-material can be found between the stator vanes and nine seal 
teeth on the spool. These layers are also used to prevent air leakage and are worn down 
during radial expansion.  
 

 
Figure 1.3 A 2D-cross section of the LPC with the fan to the left and compressor stage 2-5. 
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1.3 Description of task 
The reason for the initiation of this thesis work was that experimental analyses of the FBS 
indicated results different from those predicted by analytical methods. The area of interest 
in these analyses was to find eventual resonance frequencies and their corresponding 
modal shape. Tests were performed at a complete engine during the running-in period of 
the GEnx engine to determine at which rotational velocities resonance frequencies were 
to be expected. When the results from these tests later were compared with the analytical 
predictions, a significant difference was obtained. Previous FE-analyses had shown that 
one of the modes, the second nodal diameter, had a small safety margin to the second 
engine order and did just fulfil the design criteria. The experimental test, however, 
indicated a much greater margin which by far fulfilled the requirements. Even if this was 
a positive result and indicated a greater safety margin then predicted, the reason for the 
difference could not be fully explained. VAC immediately started to evaluate how 
boundary conditions had been applied in the front of the FE-modelled spool. The fan disk 
component was included in the model along with the bolts connecting the spool to the fan 
disk. Boundary conditions where applied on the fan disk to describe the influences from 
fan blades and the connected shaft. Even though several analyses were performed for the 
extended model, none did provide a desirable result. The values of the natural frequencies 
for the second nodal diameter were even lower for the new model which indicated that a 
different approach to the problem was necessary if it was to be solved. A new theory for 
the result divergence was evolved. If the difference could be explained by stiffening 
effects related to the initial contact between spool and stator during the running-in period, 
the calculated result could still be considered as accurate in the long run. This master 
thesis was therefore designed to evaluate the model used and to investigate if the initial 
stator contact has a possibility to initially stiffen the FBS.   
  To guarantee a greater safety margin according to the design criteria for the FE-
analyses, a geometrical redesign of the spool was made. By changing the profile of the 
rear hub at the back of the spool, the natural frequencies of the second nodal diameter 
were increased. The new design of the spool increased the safety margin further but has 
in February 2008 not yet resulted in any further tests. Having the experience that the FBS 
has a larger safety margin in test compared to FE-analyses was the decision to go for the 
new design without verification from further experimental testing.  
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1.4 Main objectives 
The higher experimentally determined values of the natural frequencies indicate that 
VAC might be too conservative in their way of modelling components such as the FBS. 
Thus, if a reason for why FE-calculations result in lower natural frequencies can be 
determined, a better and more accurate modelling technique can be developed which in 
turn might result in a more weight saving design. 
 A theory presented at VAC assumes that the obtained difference in result originates 
from the contact between stator and rotor during the running-in period. Hence, an 
objective is to develop a way to include stator contact in the FE-model and to evaluate if 
the contact has a possibility to stiffen the spool during operation. 
 Strains noted in tests of the FBS arise when a natural frequency coincides with an 
excitation frequency. Sources of excitation are always present in rotating structures and 
for the modal shape considered in this report, the excitation frequency is thought to 
originate from vibrations when stator and rotor get in contact through the RTV-layer. 
This report aims to clarify at which rotational speed contact is established and if it can be 
related to when strains and vibrations are obtained for the first time according to 
experimental tests.  
 Modelling a sector of an axi-symmetric structure involves several important 
decisions. Size of sector, boundary conditions, thermal loads, structural loads and 
geometrical simplifications might all, separate or combined, affect the final result. An 
objective of this thesis is therefore to survey the influence of included and excluded 
parameters in the FE-model of the FBS. 
 Deficient size tolerances of the spool could theoretically affect the experimental 
results. This report aims therefore to investigate the relation between changed geometry 
and natural frequencies.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.4 A fan booster spool machined at Volvo Aero Corporation. 
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1.5 Limitations 
The test results that underlie this report have been achieved during a test performed on a 
complete engine which is an extremely complex system of components. Vibrations and 
motions in separate engine components will most certainly interact in the system and 
induce effects impossible to detect without analyzing the entire structure.  
 VAC has the responsibility to develop the FBS according to requirements and 
demands from GE. On the basis from individual spool tests at VAC and tests performed 
at assembled engines at GE, VAC does evaluate the design of the component and make 
design changes if necessary. Business strategies like this mean that a comprehensive 
evaluation of the influence and interaction from all included engine components is 
impossible for a partner company as VAC. This master thesis has therefore not the 
possibility, time or accessible information to do a full investigation of the system and its 
influence on the spool. Instead, focus will be on the FBS as a component and possible 
influences from its closest surroundings.  
 None of the models include geometrical representations of the compressor blades. 
Instead mass elements connected to the spool describe the influence from the blades and 
the upcoming rotational forces. Including the blades in a geometrical representative way 
would make the model large and more complex. 
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1.6 Method 
This thesis will start with a literature survey, where methods and theory needed are 
studied. Reports from tests and previous analyses performed at VAC and GE will be 
studied parallel with the learning of programs. The general focus of this master thesis will 
be on modal analyses performed with the FE-software Ansys 10.0.  
 All analyses will be based on few FE-models to simplify the comparison of results. 
Several parameters and constraints will individually be changed in the model to clarify 
each individual contribution to the final result. For each modification, four to five 
analyses will be performed at different rotational velocities.  
 The structure of the work is presented in figure 1.5.  
 

                 
 
Figure 1.5 Method scheme. 
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2 Theory of vibrations 
This chapter aims to describe vibration theory concerning modal shapes, natural 
frequencies and sources of excitation in a rotating structure.  

2.1 Natural frequencies and excitation frequencies 
If a structure is subjected to frequencies which coincide with any of its natural 
frequencies, resonance will occur and the structure will be unstable. The consequence of 
this is often large oscillation and an eventual high cycle fatigue failure.  
 For rotating applications such as compressors and turbines, it is necessary to be well 
aware of the natural frequencies in all included components. By the design of a 
component, it is possible to control the natural frequencies and to keep them separated 
from the frequencies of applied load, the excitation frequencies. The method used to 
determine natural frequencies of a structure is called modal analysis. 
 Excitation frequencies generally considered in a rotating structure are so called engine 
order frequencies which arise from the speed of rotation. If the rotational velocity, ω, is 
measured in rpm and the excitation frequency, f, in Hz, the first engine order is defined 
according to equation 2-1. 
 

60
1 ω==
T

f   (2-1)  

 
The other engine orders are multiples of this frequency and correspond to the number of 
disturbances per revolution. Thus, engine order two corresponds to the frequency 
obtained when the structure receives two disturbances per revolution and is calculated by 
multiplying equation 2-1 by factor 2. This linear relation between rotational velocity and 
excitation frequency is later included in a Campbell diagram.  
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2.2 Modal shapes 
If an application is tuned in one of its natural frequencies it will start to vibrate in a 
certain pattern of movement, called modal shape. A common example used to describe 
modal shapes is a vibrating, circular disk. If a natural frequency of the disk coincides with 
an excitation frequency, the disk will start to oscillate. For such oscillations is it possible 
to observe a number of lines on the application with zero axial displacement. These lines 
are called nodal diameters or nodal circles depending on their appearance. The number of 
nodal diameters and nodal circles is used to name the current modal shape according to 
figure 2.1. The different colours in the figure symbolize positive and negative oscillating 
amplitude. Nodal diameter zero is often called an umbrella mode due to its pattern of 
motion. 
 The nomenclature of nodal diameters is useful also for structures as the FBS, figure 
2.2. However, in more complex structures, lines of zero displacement might be difficult 
to observe. [4] 
 

Nodal diameter 0 Nodal diameter 2Nodal diameter 1

 
Figure 2.1 Three modal shapes for a circular disk. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2 The modal shape of the second nodal diameter for the fan booster spool. 
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2.3 Excitation mechanisms 
Even if engine orders are the most common excitation frequencies considered in a design 
criterion, other sources might also induce excitation disturbances on the structure. It 
might therefore be necessary to also include excitation frequencies from other sources of 
vibrations to fully understand and predict the behaviour of the structure. Examples of 
excitation sources for components as a compressor are unbalance and stator wake 
excitation. 
 An unbalanced rotating structure induces excitation frequencies due to rotational 
forces. Unbalance can occur due to inhomogeneous material, inaccurate machining or 
geometrical changes during operation. The FBS is carefully examined and, if necessary, 
balanced after machining which minimize the risk of unbalance for this certain 
component. 
 Stator wake excitation appears due to periodic disturbances on the rotor blades. The 
pressurized airflow passing the stator vanes induce periodical loads with a certain 
frequency on each blade. A brief study of the phenomenon shows that it does not need to 
be considered for the FBS and this particular problem. The reason for this is that stator 
wake excitation appears at much higher frequencies than the area of interest in this report. 
[5] 
 Another excitation mechanism is non-synchronic vibration, NSV, which will be 
described in chapter 4. 

2.4 Campbell diagram  
A Campbell diagram is used to visualize potential resonance problems in a structure.  
The graph depicts speed of rotation [rpm] on the abscissa and frequency [Hz] on the 
ordinate. Natural frequencies are plotted at different speeds along with potential 
excitation frequencies. Where these two types of lines intersect, a risk of resonance is 
present and the current rotational speed shall therefore be avoided if possible. If not, one 
might accept a fast passing through the area of risk, or otherwise, a redesign of the 
structure is necessary. A redesign aims to stiff the structure which in turn often includes 
increased weight. In the aircraft industry where light structures are one of the main 
objectives, modal analyses and Campbell diagrams are important instruments in the 
search for an optimal design. 
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Figure 2.3 A principal Campbell diagram. Potential resonance problems are marked with dashed circles. 
 
 Design criterion for modal analyses performed on the booster spool declare that the 
frequency for each nodal diameter shall not coincide with the corresponding engine order 
excitation, e.g. nodal diameter two shall not coincide with engine order two. If an 
intersection is found close to the design velocity, here ωr, GE’s safety margins prescribe a 
20% speed margin at ωr and a 20% frequency margin for velocities lower then ωr. [6] 
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Figure 2.4 Mode 1a does not fulfil either the speed safety margin or the frequency safety margin. Mode 1b 
does not fulfil the speed safety margin but mode 1c fulfils both. 
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3 FEM-theory 
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for solving differential 
equations describing physical problems where one or more spatial dependent variables 
are known. FEM is used to determine the distribution of e.g. stress, heat and magnetic 
fields in a structure.  

3.1 Fundamental FE-description 
The foundation of FEM is based on an idealized model describing a structure. The model 
is divided into elements connected in nodes. In each element is the quantity of dependent 
variables, e.g. displacements, described by mathematical functions. These functions are 
simplifications of the reality, often expressed in polynomial terms.  
 A global formulation for the entire structure is obtained by assembling all algebraic 
equations that individually describe the behaviour of each element. This global matrix 
problem is numerically solved for nodal quantities, e.g. displacements. Thus, the solution 
approximates the variation of an unknown quantity over the entire structure by taking the 
piecewise contribution from each element in account. Consequently, by adding more 
elements to a model, it is possible to improve the solution. 
 FEM describes the motion of a dynamic system with the equation 
 
[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }extRDKDCDM =++ &&&  (3-1) 

 
where M is the global mass matrix, C  the global damping matrix, K the global stiffness 
matrix, Rext the externally applied load vector and D the displacement vector with its 
associated derivatives. If the term [ ]{ }DM &&  is isolated on one side of the summation mark, 
the equation above can be regarded as Newton’s second law. 

3.2 Modal analysis  
In modal analyses, a simplification often made is that the system is undamped and 
without static loads. The damping matrix [C] and the extern load vector {Rext} in equation 
3-1 are therefore omitted. The displacement vector {D} consists in an undamped system 
of nodal displacements }{D  which vary sinusoidal with time, and displacements due to 

static loading { }stD . If { }stD  is non-zero, the displacements produced by vibration is 
superposed to the static displacements. However, in a linear problem, the natural 
frequencies are independent of { }stD and the displacement vector therefore yields 
 

{ } { } )sin( tDD ω=  (3-2)  
 
If the reduced version of equation 3-1 is combined with the second derivative of equation 
3-2, the eigenvalue problem from which the natural frequencies can be calculated yields 
 

[ ] [ ]( ){ } { }02 =− DMK ω  (3-3) 
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where ω2 is an eigenvalue and  ω a natural frequency. The equation satisfies if { } { }0=D  

or if the determinant of [ ] [ ]( )MK 2ω−  is zero. The first trivial solution is of no interest 
and the solution therefore yields  
 

[ ] [ ] 02 =− MK ω  (3-4)  

3.3 Static analysis 
When analyses of the fan booster spool are implemented, a static analysis must precede 
the modal analysis since high speed rotation, pressures and thermal loads contributes to a 
pre-stressed structure. 

3.3.1 Thermal loads 
A thermal analysis is performed to calculate a thermal load vector which is later included 
in the static analysis to pre-stress the structure. The FE-description of a thermal problem 
is written according to equation 3-5. 
 
[ ]{ } { }TT RTK =  (3-5) 
 
The following descriptions are assigned the matrices; [ ]TK  is the conductivity matrix,{ }T  

the global temperature vector and { }TR  the thermal load vector. 

3.3.2 Stiffening effects 
Structures become stiffer when subjected to loads which lead to the introduction of the 
global stress stiffening matrix [ ]σK . A simple example of the effect is an elastic band 
which becomes obviously stiffer if the two ends are pulled apart. The global stress 
stiffening matrix accounts for this effect by adding stiffness to the global stiffness matrix 
[ ]K  in a dynamic linear problem according to equation 3-6. 
 
[ ]{ } [ ] [ ]( ){ } { }extRDKKDM =++ σ

&&  (3-6) 
 
For calculations of the natural frequencies when stress stiffening is included, the 
eigenvalue problem yields 
 

[ ] [ ] 02 =−+ MKK ωσ  (3-7)  
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An opposing stiffening effect is called spin softening, which is not included in 
matrix [ ]σK . The phenomenon appears when the rotational velocity is large and 
originates from a changed geometry of the spinning structure. The geometric change 
causes circumferential motions which destabilize the structure and might result in 
structural buckling. An example taken from [7] explains the concept of spin softening 
using an assembly according to figure 3.1.  

 

            
 

Figure 3.1 a) The assembly used to describe spin softening. b) Forces at high speed rotation. 
 
Four mass particles are connected with two y-parallel rigid and massless bars, figure 

3.1a. These bars are attached to x-parallel elastic and massless beams. The links between 
2 and 3 are only used to prevent the motion of the beam ends in the y-direction. The 
structure rotates about the y-axis and if the velocity is large enough, the end of the beams 
at point 2 will start to rotate in the radial plane, figure 3.1b. The rotation is small but 
makes the balance between the centrifugal forces on the particle masses unequal. This 
creates a moment, ,ΩM around point two which destabilizes the beam.  

 
( ) 2

2 Ω+= θaLmFA  (3-8) 

( ) 2
2 Ω−= θaLmFB  (3-9) 

 

2
222 θΩ=−=Ω maaFaFM BA  (3-10) 

 
Assuming that the beams between 1 and 2 are modelled with single beam elements 

where θ2 is the only nonzero d.o.f. and including stress stiffening gives the following 
algebraic relation. 

 
( ) Ω+=+ MMkk 22θσ  (3-11) 

 
( ) ( ) 22

22
2 2 MmakkMkk =Ω−+=−+⇒ Ω θθ σσ  (3-12) 

 
As can be seen in equation 3-12, the spin softening effect clearly reduces the stiffness 
matrix. However, stress stiffening often has a greater influence on the results than spin 
softening. Both spin softening and stress stiffening can be included in FE-software 
analyses. [4] [7] 

b) a) 
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4 Results from previous tests 
This chapter aims to describe the types of tests performed on the FBS. It further explains 
the task on the basis of obtained test results and introduces the phenomenon non-
synchronic vibrations, NSV. 

4.1 Ping test 
To identify the natural frequencies and the modal shape of the spool at a non operative 
situation, a so-called ping test has been implemented. The FBS was placed on plastic 
foam and a wooden pallet while the structure was excited by hammer impacts. The 
response from the strokes was then measured with an accelerometer and from the 
received data could natural frequencies and modal shapes be determined. Impacts were 
executed on several separate positions of the spool to make the determination of the 
modal shape possible. Tests on additional spools were also performed to verify and 
complement the result. All tests were carried out at the laboratory at VAC. 

4.1.1 Result 
The result from this static test coincided well with analytically predicted results. 
Additional testing gave an almost perfect convergence in result for different spool 
individuals. [8] 

4.2 Strain gauge test 
A strain gauge test has been performed on the spool in an engine test executed in a test 
rig at GE in Peebles, Ohio. Strain gauges are components used to measure deformation 
and are often attached with some sort of adhesive to a structure. When the structure 
deforms, so do the gauges and the electric resistance of the gauges then changes. By 
analyzing an electric circuit connected to the gauges is it possible to determine the strains 
of the structure.  
 The four dynamic strain gauges used in this FBS-testing were tangential and 
symmetrically placed inside the back of the FBS. The rotor was then gradually 
accelerated while eventual strains and resonance frequencies were noted. The phase 
angles between the gauges were also obtained to make determination of modal shape 
possible.  

4.2.1 Result 

The result from the strain gauge test indicates an unexpected strain of 0f at ω0. By 
analyzing the phase angles between the strain gauges, the modal shape has been 
determined to correspond to nodal diameter two. Figure 4.1 presents the difference 
obtained between analytical and experimental results in a Campbell diagram. The blue 
lines represent the theoretically predicted natural frequencies of the first three nodal 
diameters and the dark blue circles indicate resonance frequencies obtained in the strain 
gauge test. Greater circle indicates a greater response. The dashed grey line has been 
added as a trendline of the resonance frequencies. Figure 4.1 shows that the source of 
excitation for the obtained strains can not be related to engine order two. Engine order 
three includes excitation frequencies close to the natural frequencies obtained in the strain 
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gauge test but is not considered as the source of excitation for two reasons. First, engine 
order three does not alone has the possibility to excite the second nodal diameter. The 
modal shape shall in an idealized situation only be excited if two disturbances per 
revolution are present. Second, the experience at GE of engines tested after several flight 
cycles is that resonance problems similar to those obtained here are no longer present 
after a certain number of flight cycles. The conclusion is therefore that a temporary 
source of excitation is present during the running-in period. This phenomenon has been 
explained to derive from non-synchronic vibrations, NSV, further discussed in section 
4.4.  
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Figure 4.1 Campbell diagram presenting the difference between the theoretically and experimentally 
analyzed natural frequencies. 
 
 The main conclusion from the strain gauge test was that the experimentally 
determined natural frequencies of the second nodal diameter have greater values then the 
predicted. This is positive from a design point of view since it indicates a lower risk of 
resonance for the second nodal diameter than the analytical prediction. However, it also 
indicates that VAC is too conservative when modelling the FBS. The FE-model of the 
FBS is obviously too weak compared to the real component. The aim with this report is 
therefore to investigate if there is any left out parameter which individually or combined 
with others can stiffen the spool and thereby lift the line of the second nodal diameter to 
values closer to the dashed trendline. 
 It shall be noted that the strains obtained in the test are very small which still indicate 
a robust design of the FBS. An evaluation at VAC has stated that the risk of high cycle 
fatigue (HCF) due to these vibrations is insignificantly small. Still, an explanation for the 
difference between experimental and analyzed results is desirable. [9] [10] 

 ω0 ωr 
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4.3 Test with accelerometers 
An accelerometer is a device which can detect forces or vibrations acting on a surface or 
an object. Here the accelerometers have been positioned on the fan case to determine 
vibrations in the compressor when operated.  

4.3.1 Result 
The interpretation of the result from the accelerometer test is not so straight forward as 
the strain gauge test result. The reason for this is that the vibrations have been analyzed 
on the fan case and are therefore observed from a non-rotating system with further 
vibrations present from additional components. However, the test result support the 
phenomenon observed in the strain gauge test. A modal shape corresponding to the 
second nodal diameter is present close to the redline speed. [9] 

4.4 Non-synchronic vibrations 
When the engine is operating, traction forces and forces at the engine brackets result in 
geometrical changes of the component close to the brackets. This implies that the perfect 
circular shape of the component is lost. Displacements of the component are transmitted 
to the LPC-stator through the structure. Due to this, the LPC-stator also loses its perfect 
circular shape and receives a radial profile according to figure 4.2. The new shape of the 
stator implies that some sections of the spool will get in contact with the compressor 
blades and seal teeth earlier than others when the spool is expanding radially and 
breaking in to the RTV-layer during the running-in, or the wear-in, period. The RTV-
layer will thereby be asymmetrically worn down which results in a varying clearance 
between spool and stator in the tangential direction.  
 The periodic contacts with the spool are considered as rotational disturbances. 
Depending on the radial expansion, initially one, two or three tangential positions per 
revolution and stage are in contact with the FBS. A certain oval behaviour of the FBS 
makes the contacts even more complex. The combination of an oval spool inside the 
irregular shaped stator contributes to a complicated scheme of contacts and disturbances 
per revolution. The oval behaviour of the FBS is investigated further in chapter 9.  
 

 
Figure 4.2 A scaled radial cross section plot describing the shape of the stator when the engine is 
operating in high speed. 
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 If comparing the irregular shape of the stator at two different axial positions, a change 
in phase between them is detected. Taken all in all, this means that disturbances induced 
on the spool occur at different tangential and axial positions at different times. Such 
disturbances are non-synchronic and might provoke non-synchronic vibrations, NSV. As 
seen in figure 4.1, the second engine order is not the source of excitation for the second 
nodal diameter at ω0, instead it can be explained by NSV.  
 The vibrations only occur when the RTV-layer first get in contact with the rotor and 
is worn down. After some flight cycles, the layer has been fully worn down according to 
the rotor profile and the problem with NSV is then gone according to tests.  
 To predict which nodal shape the NSV in the engine will provoke is a hard and 
complex problem. Tests have shown that the second nodal diameter is excited and the 
reason for this excitation is explained with NSV. The combinations of contacts and the 
positions of these contacts obviously have the possibility to provoke the modal shape of 
the second nodal diameter. To avoid NSV during the wear-in period, GE has proposed a 
certain break-in procedure at start up which means that the engine is accelerated stepwise 
according to a predetermined scheme. 
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5 FE-models 
This chapter presents the FE-models used in this thesis and evaluates the benefit in using 
a sector model instead of a complete model. Two different kinds of models are initially 
used in the analyses of this report, a two degree sector model with cyclic conditions and a 
full 360° model.  
 The material data used as input in the FE-analyses describes the behaviour of  
Ti-6Al-4V. All data is based on tests performed at GE.  

5.1 A study of cyclic constraints 
In this report, a sector model with cyclic constraints has been used to reduce the time of 
calculation and the number of elements compared to a complete FE-model. To ensure 
result convergence between a sector model and a full scale model, a simple test has been 
performed in Ansys 10.0. 
 A modal analysis is implemented for a rotating hollow cylinder. The same procedure 
is then performed for a two degree sector model of the cylinder with cyclic constraints. 
The natural frequencies calculated in the modal analyses for the two models are 
compared and indicate an almost perfect correspondence, table 5.1. The use of a sector 
model instead of a complete model is therefore regarded as entitled.  
 

Mode  
Hollow cylinder, 
     full scale 

Hollow cylinder,  
  sector model 

Mode 1       227,19       227,20 

Mode 2       237,83       237,84 
Mode 3       272,46       272,47 
Mode 4       343,86       343,88 

Table 5.1 A comparison between natural frequencies of a complete model and a sector model. 
 

a) b)  
 
Figure 5.1 a) Full scale model of a hollow cylinder. b) Sector model of the same hollow cylinder.   
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5.2 The sector model 
In the sector model, single mass elements replace the influence from the mass of the 
blades. The mass elements are connected by constraint equations to the surfaces subjected 
to the upcoming pressure from the blades during rotation. In the model one mass element 
per stage is modelled with a mass related to the size of the sector. For example, when a 
two degree sector is used, the mass connected to the model is calculated by dividing the 
total blade mass with 180.   
 Two variants of the sector model have been used, one excluding the FPS and one 
including the FPS. The radial distance between a nominal spool and FPS is negative, i.e. 
the FPS is assembled with a grip. To merge the nodes between the FPS and the spool 
therefore seems reasonable and has been made. All sector models consist of 20-node 3D 
elements and have defined cyclic symmetry. Thus, constraint equations define that nodes 
on the two boundaries with identical axial and radial position have the same motion in the 
static analysis.  
 Initially, the temperature gradient along with the internal and external pressure is 
excluded in the model. 

a) b)  

Figure 5.2 a) A two degree sector model. b) Connection between mass element and spool 
 

5.3 The 360-degree model 
For analyses where possible oval behaviour of the spool is to be examined, a 360-degree 
model is used. The model consists of 3D elements with 20 nodes and includes load and 
locking slots. Forces from the blades and lock lugs are included as well as inner and outer 
pressure.  
 A modified 360-model has been created with the FPS connected to the spool. This 
was done to investigate if the mass and stiffness from the FPS affected the result. In the 
model, the upcoming pressure from the compressor blades acting on the dove tail has 
been included as a constant pressure on associated surfaces. The pressure has been 
calculated according to the following equations. 
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tpbladesbladelcentrifuga rmnamnF ⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅= 2ω       (5-1) 

 
where Fcentrifugal = total centrifugal force, 
   n = number of blades, 
   mblades = mass per blade,  
   a = acceleration, 
   ω = speed of rotation, 
   rtp = distance to mass centre. 
 
Static force equilibrium for one pressure area yields 
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where α = angle of dove tail (here 45°), 
   p = pressure, 
   Ai = pressurized area in dove tail. 
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 The lock lugs in titanium will also induce centrifugal forces on the spool. Two lock 
lugs are present at each stage of the spool and each lug is in contact with four surfaces in 
the dove tail. An almost identical force analysis as the one above is made to determine the 
resulting forces acting on the contact surfaces. The forces are then implemented in the 
model. 
 Finally an external and internal air pressure is applied to the spool model. The 
external pressure increases in the axial direction while the internal is constant. The values 
of these pressures are taken from tests performed by GE. [11] 

 
Figure 5.3 The 360-degree model with the FPS included. 
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6 A first study 
This chapter aims to clarify the behaviour of the spool at high speed rotation.  

6.1 Static analysis 
The initial static analysis which precedes the modal analysis indicates displacements 
according to figure 6.1 at ω0. A uniform temperature is set but no pressure is included the 
model.  

 
Figure 6.1 Plot of displacements after a static 3D-analysis. 
 
 The maximum displacement for this analysis is found at stage 2 where the largest 
blade masses are applied. Minimum of displacement is found at the front where boundary 
conditions prescribe the motion of the spool. If stresses are considered, the highest 
effective stress is found at the front. 
 

6.2 Modal analysis 
The difference between maximum and minimum displacement of the spool for the second 
nodal diameter is presented in figure 6.2. According to the figure and results from further 
modal shapes, the spool is more sensitive to vibrations closer to the spool end. The first 
three modal shapes, nodal diameter one to three, oscillate mainly at the spool end. 
Especially nodal diameter two is a radial modal shape, meaning that the axial 
displacement is close to negligible. Remaining modal shapes oscillates more in the 
thinner front section of the spool when in resonance. 
 

 
Figure 6.2 A scaled plot of the motions of the second nodal diameters. 
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6.3 Verification of previous analyzed results 
To verify results previously analyzed at VAC and to receive a reference for forthcoming 
analyses, a rerun of a previous used model is performed. The results from this rerun are 
presented in a Campbell diagram and are identical to previous results, see appendix A.1.  
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7 Model sensitivity to constraints  
This chapter aims to investigate how modelling technique and varying constraints 
influence the result of a modal analysis performed for the FBS. Possible sources of 
modelling errors related to model constraints are investigated. All of the analyses in this 
chapter have been performed on a sector model and focuses on the influence of the 
second nodal diameter. Complementary results and diagrams related to this chapter are 
presented in appendix A.2. 

7.1 Varying values of blade masses 
The risk of implementing wrong blade mass values should be low due to careful 
machining and a well defined material. However, it might still be of interest to 
understand how a small change in blade mass influences the results of the natural 
frequencies. Analyses are implemented by increasing and decreasing the total blade mass 
at every compressor stage with two and five percent.  

7.1.1 Result 
Results show that a five percent change in blade mass does not have a significant 
influence on the values of the natural frequencies. When a two percent increase is 
subjected to all of the blades at every stage, the change in result is less then 0.3% for all 
velocities and therefore negligible. It should be noted that, as theory describes, larger 
blade masses result in lower natural frequencies and vice versa. As comparison, equation 
7-1 shows the connection between natural frequency and mass for a one-dimensional 
system with stiffness k [12]. 
 

m

k=0ω  (7-1) 

7.2 Varying values for the modulus of elasticity 
Even if the titanium used for the FBS is of high quality with a guaranteed low range of 
mechanical variation, no material can be considered to be fully homogenous. Results 
from ping tests on additional spools, section 4.1, converged very well which indicated 
that different spool individuals have almost identical material properties and geometry. 
Still, an understanding for the impact of a Young’s modulus different from the one 
tabulated is useful since a certain scatter always shall be taken in consideration. Analyses 
are performed by increasing and decreasing Young’s modulus with 5%. 

7.2.1 Result 
If Young’s modulus, which is included in the stiffness matrix, is increased, it will also 
lead to an increased eigenvalue and an increased natural frequency. A 5% increased value 
of Young’s modulus result in natural frequencies with values approximately 1.5% greater 
then obtained from the original analysis. A decreased value of Young’s modulus reduces 
the values for the natural frequencies. The result indicates that even if a certain deviation 
from the tabulated value of Young’s modulus is present, it has not the possibility to affect 
the natural frequencies significantly. 
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7.3 Influence of element size 
The experience at VAC is that element size and mesh has a low influence on the final 
result of modal analyses. The mesh is considered to be of more importance when strains 
and stresses are to be analyzed in a response analysis. To examine how element size 
affects the result, a first test is performed by reducing the size of the elements by factor 2.  

7.3.1 Result 
For all nodal diameters except the second is a negligible difference found. At ω0 is an 
increase in natural frequencies of 2.3% obtained. For other velocities is the difference less 
and negligible. Even if the difference in result is small, different meshes do not converge 
perfectly. Pre-stresses in the static analysis are for another mesh calculated differently 
which affects the result. However, no element changes are made in the original model for 
forthcoming analyses. The influence is considered to be too low. 

7.4 The influence of the FPS 
The FPS is an airflow directing component mounted in the front of the FBS. Previous 
analyses at VAC have been performed both with and without the component. In analyses 
performed in this chapter, the component so far has been included but to understand its 
influence on the natural frequencies, analyses have been performed also without the FPS. 

7.4.1 Result 
Plotting the result in a Campbell diagram shows that the difference in result between 
included and excluded FPS is negligible for the second nodal diameter. A Campbell 
diagram clearly indicates that the FPS at higher rotational velocities contributes more to 
the stiffness than the added mass which influences more at lower rotational speeds. For 
other nodal diameters, and especially nodal diameter four, is the influence from the FPS 
much greater and therefore is the FPS included also in forthcoming analyses. 

7.5 Boundary conditions at spool front 
One of the main problems in FE-analyses is to make the model and the boundary 
conditions applied resemble the reality as good as possible. Problems often occur at 
connections between solids where e.g. bolts and screws are used. When modelling the fan 
booster spool, boundary conditions are applied at the front where bolts keep the spool 
connected to the fan disk. In the FE-models used, zero displacement has been assigned in 
the tangential and axial direction at the front of the spool. The radial displacement is 
described with a quadratic relation to the angular velocity according to equation 7-2 
where x is a constant [11]. 
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The boundary conditions are all design criterion prescribed by GE. The motion in the 
radial direction is scaled according to the radial expansion in the fan disk during 
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operation. Even if the relation between displacement and angular velocity is known, there 
are many ways of applying it to the FE-model. 

7.5.1 Result 
Four different conditions at the front of the booster spool were initially tested. The aim 
was to understand how the size of the connected area influences the natural frequencies. 
The different cases where selected according to the figure below. Case 1 resembles a 
connection at the bolt only and case 4 a connection over the entire front area. 
 

 
              Case 1                            Case 2                             Case 3                            Case 4 
Figure 7.1 Cases tested. 
 
 No great difference between the cases could be pointed out even if case 3 and 4 made 
the model stiffer and therefore resulted in higher natural frequencies. The analysis of case 
4 resulted in 1.3% higher natural frequencies compared to case 1 for the second nodal 
diameter. Because of the low influence, no further investigations are made and the 
boundary condition used in previous analyses, case 1, will be used also in forthcoming 
analyses.  
 Two final tests are performed by multiplying constant x in equation 7-2 with factors 
1.2 and 0.8. The tests are implemented to understand the importance of a correct value for 
the constant. However, a negligible difference is determined also for these analyzed 
values. 
 The results obtained here indicate that the spool and especially the cone in the front 
section of the spool provide too little stiffness between the constrained section and the 
rest of the structure. If it had been stiffer, changes of the boundary conditions in the front 
would probably have been of greater importance.     

7.6 Method of connecting blade mass to booster spool 
The influence from the mass of the blades is, as described in section 5.2, represented by 
mass elements connected to the spool by constraint equations. In Ansys, the mass element 
is declared as a master node and the nodes to which it is connected are declared as slave 
nodes. Depending on connection method, either the master node or the slave nodes are 
dependent on the displacement of the other node.  
 There are mainly two different ways to connect the mass elements in Ansys 10.0. The 
commands are named cerig and rbe3. Cerig is a shortening of CE-based rigid region and 
creates a rigid region between one master node and several slave nodes. The master node 
in cerig is an independent node and can be applied both loads and constraints.  
 The second command, rbe3, behaves differently and does not create a rigid region 
between master and slave nodes. Instead, the command distributes the applied loads from 
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the dependent master node to the independent slave nodes through shape functions 
defined by Ansys. The slave nodes then define the motion of the master node. Different 
from the cerig command, it is only possible to apply loads to the master node if rbe3 is 
used.  
 Both of the methods transmit the upcoming load from the rotating blade masses but 
represent different ways of handling the stiffness between master node and slave nodes. 
An investigation of the influence of the different commands is therefore made. [13] [14]  

7.6.1 Result 
Analyses with cerig respectively rbe3 are done on a two degree sector model. Results for 
the second nodal diameter indicate that the choice of constraint method affects the results, 
especially at low rotational velocities and for the three lowest modal shapes. Cerig results 
in larger values for the natural frequencies than rbe3 because of its stiff connections 
which creates a very stiff structure. Rbe3, on the other hand, creates a less stiff 
connection to the spool and apply the most of the rotational force on a much smaller 
sector. Figure 7.2 is an explanatory 2D-sketch demonstrating the differences between 
cerig and rbe3. The grey figure shows an unloaded situation of connected nodes and the 
black figure indicates how the nodes displace after a load has been applied to the master 
node. Maximum difference in natural frequencies between the two methods has in FE-
analyses of the FBS shown to be 5% at the second nodal diameter.  

a)               b)  
Figure 7.2 Differences between a) cerig and b) rbe3.  
 
 One should notice that the true value of the natural frequencies probably is placed 
between the cerig and the rbe3 result. Thus, the cerig result can be interpreted as an 
upper bound and the rbe3 result as a lower bound method. To model a more realistic 
connection between the COG of the blades and the spool, beam elements could possibly 
be used. However, beam elements would most certainly give results similar to those 
obtained for rbe3 connections. An ultimate model of the FBS would include true 
geometric representations of the blades but would include some model technical issues. 
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7.7 Including stiffness inside dove tail 
When coupling the mass element to two surfaces in the sector model, a special behaviour 
is lost. The foot of the blade which provides axial stiffness between the flanges inside the 
dove tail is not considered in the model. This means that the flanges can translate axially 
against each other without structural resistance from the blade foot. A simple 
modification is done to include stiffness in the FE-model by inserting a volume of 
titanium without density between the blade flanges. Analyses are then performed to 
understand if the additional stiffness affects the result.  

 
Figure 7.3 Sector model where a volume without density has been inserted inside the dove tail. 

7.7.1 Result 
A cerig-connection creates a totally rigid component and the inserted massless volume 
does therefore not affect the model or the natural frequencies for that command. If the 
connection between mass element and pressurized surfaces instead is described with 
rbe3, the situation is different. One might expect that the volume and the rbe3-connection 
would result in natural frequencies close to the cerig-result since translations in the axial 
direction then are prevented. But unlike the prediction the analyses show only a small 
stiffening effect compared to previous rbe3-analyses. By analyzing the axial 
displacement from analyses without the inserted volume, it becomes clear that the dove 
tails have an insignificance internal axial translation and the inserted volume does not 
play a significant role regarding the axial stiffness.  
 If the massless volume is inserted inside the dove tail when rbe3 is used, it will 
mainly prevent tangential and radial translation between the connected nodes and 
therefore stiff the model. However, the volume will still create a less stiff section than if 
the cerig-method is used. This is why the rbe3-analysis with the massless volume is 
stiffer then the rbe3-analysis without the volume. However, it is still less stiff compared 
to the cerig-model. The stiffening effect from a massless volume in an rbe3-connected 
model is however, negligible. The main conclusion from these tests is therefore that the 
stiffness from the blades in the FBS does not need to be considered and modelled in 
another way than it already is. The influence in result when it is included is too small. 
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Figure 7.4 A Campbell diagram showing how a model with rbe3-connections becomes stiffer if a massless 
volume is inserted between the blade flanges. A cerig-connected model is not affected by the volume. 

7.8 Size of sector model 
To include the influence of rotational forces upcoming from the blades at rotation have 
four mass elements per stage and sector previously been used. The elements have so far 
all been connected to the entire tangential width of the sector. In reality, one blade is 
assembled on approximately a four degree sector of the spool but applies the upcoming 
pressure from the rotational loads of the blades on a two degree sector only, due to its 
geometrical design of the blade platform and blade foot, figure 7.5. This means that each 
dove tail of the spool is not continuously pressurized, which has been assumed in 
previous FE-analyses. Instead, areas subjected to rotational loads are separated from each 
other with approximately two degrees. Because of this, the total cyclic model consists of 
more periodic sectors then the real booster spool. Also, it does not take the distance 
between the mass connected areas in account by excluding non pressurized and non 
connected surfaces. Thus, it is of interest to understand if these simplifications affect the 
final result. 
 

 
Figure 7.5 A 3D image of a compressor blade showing the blade platform and the tangentially shorter 
blade foot. The blade foot is the part of the blade which is in contact with the spool during rotation.  
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7.8.1 Different sizes of sector and non constrained areas 
First two additional sizes of the sector model have been tested, a one degree sector and a 
four degree sector. At these early analyses the mass elements have, as previously, been 
connected to the entire tangential width of the sector. 
 The second test takes the distance between the pressurized sectors into account. By 
modelling a 1/84 sector and letting the connections from the mass element be applied on 
a two degree sector only, the model resembles the true situation in a more realistic way.  

 
Figure 7.6 The 1/84 sector with a mass element connected to a two degree sector. 

7.8.2 The influence of periodic sectors  
In previous analyses have the compressor blades been assumed to be positioned in rows 
from the first compressor stage to the last. However, the number and size of compressor 
blades on the true spool differs from stage to stage which means that blades can not be 
found at the same tangential position at every stage. Thus, the number of cyclic periodic 
sectors on the spool is fewer in the real spool than in the used model. This might cause a 
stiffening effect to the structure and affect the natural frequencies. For a 1/14 sector, the 
cyclic periodical symmetry of the blades is closer to the real situation. The 1/14 model 
also includes non constrained areas similar to those included in the 1/84 model. 
 The aim with these analyses is to understand if it is reasonable to let a sector model 
have the same amount of blades at each stage, which in this case leads to more periodic 
sectors then in the true component and an incorrect representation of the blade positions. 
Thus, this model should geometrically be similar to the real assembly.  
 

 
Figure 7.7 1/14 sector model. 
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7.8.3 Result 
If a one degree sector is modelled with cyclic symmetry, the full 360-degree spool model 
can be considered to have more periodic sectors than a two degree sector model. Smaller 
sectors constrain smaller areas tangentially which makes the structure less stiff. This 
result in lower natural frequencies for the one degree sector and with a similar discussion 
one can understand that a four degree sector increases the natural frequencies, which it 
does. However, when comparing the results of the influence of sector size for different 
connecting methods, an interesting behaviour is noted.  
 Figure 7.8 describes how the natural frequencies are strongly related to the choice of 
sector size if cerig is used as constraint method between mass elements and dove tail. For 
models with rbe3-connected elements is the difference in sector size hardly noticeable. It 
is therefore important to be aware of the stiffer behaviour obtained with cerig and to 
select the constrained area wisely when modelling components as the FBS. A 
recommended rule of thumb is to never choose a sector greater than the blade foot when 
cerig is used as node connecting method. 
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Figure 7.8 Diagram presenting the relation between sector size and natural frequencies for cerig and rbe3-
connections. Both of the lines represent the second nodal diameter of the FBS. 
 
 The analyses performed on the 1/84 sector with only two degrees connected to a mass 
element gave expected results. If sectors not connected to mass elements are included in 
the model it will make the model less stiff and lower the natural frequencies. The effect is 
most obvious at the first modal shapes and decreases with speed. At ω0 the difference for 
the second nodal diameter is approximately 1.4% which in most cases can be considered 
as insignificant. 
 The 1/14 model is a wider model also taking the non constrained areas in account in 
the same way as the 1/84 model. A comparison between these models shows an almost 
perfect convergence in result. Compared to the original two degree model does the 
inclusion of non constrained areas in the dove tail not result in any remarkable 
differences in result. The greatest difference is found for the second nodal diameter and 
indicates 1.9% lower natural frequencies when non constrained areas are included. For 
the other modal shapes the differences are even smaller. To take non pressurized areas in 
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consideration when modelling a sector model for a component similar to the FBS seems 
therefore unnecessary.  
 Modelling the number of blades at the stages according to the true FBS-assembly 
gives an insignificant change in result. The number of blades on the FBS is clearly fewer 
at stage two compared to the other three stages. Knowing that the back of the spool has a 
greater freedom of motion then the rest of the spool, fewer blades at stage five would 
possibly have contributed to a more significant stiffening effect. The result shall therefore 
not be seen as general for similar applications.  

7.9 Pressurized flow path spacer 
The FPS and the fan are in the stationary situation slightly distanced from each other. 
However, when the engine accelerates the components will get in contact and a pressure 
will be induced on the FPS, figure 7.9. To investigate the influence from the pressure it is 
temporary included in the model as a function of speed of rotation prescribed by GE. [11] 

7.9.1 Result  
The effect from the included FPS-pressure is very small and at ω0 the difference to a non 
pressurized model is approximately 0.2%. A further investigation of the static analysis 
shows that an eventual stiffening effect is lost inside the FPS due to its thin middle 
section. Because of its velocity dependence, the FPS-pressure affects more at higher 
rotational velocities. The conclusion from these analyses is that the pressure on the FPS 
has a minor influence on the final result of the second nodal diameter and do not need to 
be considered in further analyses.    
 

 
Figure 7.9 Description of the radial load subjected to the FPS.    

7.10 Including temperature gradients 
In analyses previously performed, a uniform temperature has been set to 400K. In reality, 
the temperature changes with axial position which affects the stresses in the spool 
differently. To quantify the effect, a temperature gradient determined in experimental 
analyses is simplified and included in the analysis. [11] 

Platform pressure 
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7.10.1 Result 
A temperature gradient results in other pre-stresses than if a uniform temperature is used 
which leads to a different stress stiffness matrix and another eigenvalue problem to solve. 
However, including the temperature gradient increases the natural frequencies with only 
0.7% at ω0 compared to the result from the original analysis. Therefore is it not necessary 
to include the temperature gradient in the FE-model since the effect is insignificant. 

7.11  Including pressure difference 
The spool is during operation pressurized with an internal and external pressure. The 
external pressure arises from the compressed air and increases axially. After stage 5, 
some of the compressed air is allowed to leak towards the interior of the spool which 
induces the internal pressure. Hence, the internal pressure of the spool is considered as 
constant. During tests, the pressure in the LPC has been determined at different axial 
positions. These results have been included in the FE-model.  

7.11.1 Result 
At ω0, the natural frequency raises 0.6% when outer and inner pressure is applied to the 
spool. The frequencies are higher compared to a non pressurized model at every 
rotational velocity and decreases with speed. This is because the rotational loads affect 
the spool more at high speed rotation than the internal and external pressures. 

7.12 Stiffening effects from the platform of the blades 
How the compressor blades are assembled on the spool is an important feature that must 
be fully understood. There could be a possibility that the blades make the spool stiffer 
depending on their design and contact to the spool. One situation that must be fully 
understood is how close together the blades are assembled tangentially and if there is a 
possibility that a close packed set of blades could result in tangential stresses. Such a 
situation would most definitely make the spool stiffer and could in an FE-model be 
considered as a ring stiffening the structure at each compressor stage. However, 
investigations at VAC have shown that this does not need to be considered since all the 
compressor blades are assembled with a short distance between each blade which 
naturally increases further at high speed rotation.  
 Another question is how close the blade platform and the spool are during rotation. If 
the blades are in contact with the spool, each blade could theoretically contribute with a 
locally stiffening effect. The areas considered are clarified for the reader in figure 7.10. 
Again, an investigation at VAC resulted in the fact that no direct contact is present since 
the blades are designed to be slightly distanced from the spool. In the clearance, two so 
called o-rings are mounted, primary to avoid air to leak into the dove tail and secondary 
to damp a possible vibration in the blades. A possible stiffening effect seems to be 
insignificant or possibly excessively small. FE-analyses could be performed to prove its 
low influence but would include several model technical problems and are due to this, a 
possible small influence and limited time not performed here.   
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Figure 7.10 Two areas of the compressor blade close to contact with the spool are clarified by the two 
circles.  

7.13 Combinations of constraints 
When two changes are made in a model they might interact in a way that is different from 
a superposition of their individual influence. Because of this, combinations of the 
discussed changes in this chapter are tested. A first test is performed with all changes 
raising the natural frequency at ω0. Method used to connect the mass elements to the 
spool is cerig. Included changes in the analysis are: 
 

− Included FPS 
− Boundary connection according to case 4 discussed in 7.5 
− Pressurized flow path spacer 
− Internal and external pressure 
− Temperature gradient 

 
The second test is performed with changes assumed to make the model resemble the 
rotating FBS in a more realistic way. Hence, changes included are: 
 

− Included FPS 
− Pressurized flow path spacer 
− Internal and external pressure 
− Temperature gradient 
− Changed size of sector. 1/84 sector is used with two degrees connected to the 

mass element. 
 
Excluded because of negligible influence and model technical problems are the influence 
from more realistic periodic sectors and the stiffness between the blade flanges.  

7.13.1 Result 
All changes individually raising the natural frequencies combined in one analysis result 
in higher natural frequencies. However, the values are lower than if a superposition is 
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made of each separate change. Compared to the superpositioned value of 2.2% higher 
natural frequency at ω0 is the value from the combined analysis 1.8%.  

The second analysis with more realistic changes in the model results in negligible 
differences for the natural frequencies. A superpositioned result gives 0.7% higher natural 
frequency at ω0. The FE-analyzed result is even smaller and also negative. Thus, no 
interaction between two or more changes could be specified. 
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8 The consequence of including spin softening effects 
The spin softening effect was theoretically explained in section 3.3. How the effect most 
accurately shall be accounted for in Ansys is discussed in this chapter.  

8.1 The Ansys option kspin (spin softening) 
Taking the effect of spin softening in account has been made also in previous analyses of 
the FBS performed at VAC. The effect has been included in Ansys 10.0 by an option in 
the function omega called kspin. If the kspin option is turned on, the global stiffness 
matrix is reduced. With the effect turned off, but still including stress stiffening, the 
reduction of the global stiffness matrix is not performed and the global formulation then 
describes a stiffer structure with higher natural frequencies. The reduction of the global 
stiffness matrix is scaled to the angular velocity which implies that the difference 
between included and excluded kspin option increases with speed. Close to ωr, the 
difference is approximately 6% for the FBS and the second nodal diameter which is the 
modal shape most sensitive to the exclusion of kspin, see figure 8.1.   
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Figure 8.1 Diagram showing how the natural frequencies are increased when kspin is excluded the  
FE-solution. 
 
 A further examination of the kspin option clarifies that including the option is an 
approximate way to adjust for geometry changes and spin softening effects. A small 
deflection analysis can not account for geometry changes but by using the kspin option, 
an adjustment of the stiffness matrix is included the solution step. With the adjustment, 
Ansys implement a method used to reduce the stiffness matrix due to large deflections in 
a small deflection analysis. This is an approximate method which might represent a too 
conservative reduction of the global stiffness matrix in a small deflection analysis.  
 The method Ansys uses to account for large deflection effects in a small deflection 
analysis is here presented by a simple example. A mass particle is attached to a spring 
connected to a rotating structure. Only one d.o.f. is considered.  

  ωr 
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Figure 8.2 A rotating system with one single DOF particle. 
 
According to Newton’s second law, equilibrium for the system can be written as 
 

)(2 urmuk s +⋅⋅=⋅ ω  (8-1)  
 
Reordering the terms 
 

rmumk ss ⋅⋅=⋅⋅− 22 )( ωω  (8-2) 
and defining 
 

)(
~ 2 mkk s ⋅−= ω  (8-3) 

rmf s ⋅⋅= 2ω  (8-4) 
 
gives 
 

fuk =⋅~
 (8-5) 

 
A general global formulation yields 
 

[ ] [ ] FuMKuK s =⋅−=⋅ )(
~ 2ω  (8-6) 

 
In a global FE-formulation, an eigenvalue problem accounting for large deflections is 
written, according to the discussion above, as 
 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 0)( 22 =−− MMK s ωω         (8-7) 

 
Taking spin softening in account by using the option kspin seems to be too conservative if 
the structure undergoes small deformations since it independently of deformation reduces 
the stiffness matrix with a constant value. 

 

  s 
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8.2 The Ansys option nlgeom  
An option often used in static Ansys-analyses is nlgeom. The option uses a more accurate 
method of accounting for large deflection effects than kspin but requires more computer 
utility. A problem with the option is also that the nonlinear behaviour used to determine 
displacements in the static analysis remains in the modal analysis. To be able to use the 
option also for modal analyses, an option called upcoord must be included the modal 
solution. The upcoord option takes the nodal displacements calculated by nlgeom and 
modifies the coordinates of the nodes according to the displacements. The natural 
frequencies can then be analyzed. 
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Figure 8.3 Campbell diagram indicating the conservative result obtained with the kspin option. 
 
 Analyses performed with nlgeom instead of kspin result in increased natural 
frequencies similar to those obtained when the kspin option was turned off, figure 8.3. 
Due to software complications, it has not been possible to analyze any further modal 
shapes than the two first. Ansys versions 10.0 and 11.0 both have the problem to 
complete the analysis correctly but a test on Ansys version 12.0beta has been more 
successful. A further evaluation of the nlgeom method is therefore recommended, mainly 
to secure the method but also to investigate the effect on further modal shapes. 

8.3 Conclusion 
A general conclusion based on the analyses performed in this chapter is that the relatively 
small radial expansion of the FBS results in small or non-existent spin softening effects 
which are not accurately accounted for with the kspin option. The robust FBS is not 
subjected to any large deflections and the stiffness matrix reduction performed with the 
kspin option seems excessive. Natural frequencies obtained for analyses where the kspin 
option is turned off are almost identical with those received from analyses using nlgeom. 
Using the kspin option lowers the natural frequencies with approximately 6% at ω0. So 
for the FBS, the choice of excluding the kspin option and run the analyses as previously 
seems well motivated. For other rotating structures, the recommendation is to first 
investigate the strain rates and thereafter decide if kspin shall be used or not. 

       ωr 
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9 Reasons for excitation frequencies 
This chapter aims to describe how the spool and stator changes in geometrical shape 
during rotational acceleration. Complementary results and diagrams related to this 
chapter are presented in appendix A.3. 

9.1 Irregular shaped stator 
How the irregular shaped LPC stator can result in NSV has already been discussed in 
section 4.4. A robust designed stator which keeps its geometrical shape during rotation 
would most definitely reduce the risk of excitation frequencies. The LPC stator is a 
component not produced at VAC and data available of the irregularity discussed in 
section 4.4 and visualized in figure 4.2 are therefore strictly limited.  
 The lack of data results in a certain margin of error when the break-in speed is to be 
determined. Due to temperature gradients, pressure and traction force is also the stator 
subjected to a certain radial expansion. A correct way of determine the break-in speed 
would accordingly include also the change in shape of the stator but due to data 
limitations, the displacements of the stator here must be disregarded. However, the main 
change in clearance between stator and rotor derive from the radial expansion of the FBS. 
The clearance estimated by taking the static radial position of the stator and subtracting 
the current radial position of the spool during rotation can therefore be considered as 
adequate.   

9.2 Oval spool 
NSV might arise due to an oval spool or a combination of an oval spool and a non 
circular shaped stator. Thus, to understand how the spool changes geometrically during 
rotation is important since it might be directly related to the upcoming excitation 
frequencies.  
 The FBS becomes slightly oval because of a non perfect cyclic symmetry, e.g. at the 
load slots used for assembling of compressor blades. Even if the objective always is to 
design a spool so robust that it does not change in shape at high speed rotation, a certain 
amount of oval behaviour can never be excluded.  
 To be able to plot the expansion of the spool as a function of rotational velocity are 
the maximum displacements at different spool positions analyzed at varying speeds. 
Positions considered are the centre of each compressor stage and all seal teeth, figure 9.1. 
The result is used to visualize at which rotational velocity contact between rotor and 
stator can be expected for the different positions.  
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Figure 9.1 Different positions on the spool where the displacements of a 360°-model with lock and load 
slots included have been analyzed.  

9.2.1 Result 
Considering the displacements at the dove tails only, analyses indicate established contact 
with the wear layer at very low rotational velocities. Due to the considerable short 
distance to the stator at the blade tips, the result is expected. The seal teeth, on the other 
hand, establish contact with the stator much later then the blade tips. At approximately 

075.0 ω⋅  are all seal teeth except the two in the front in contact with the RTV-layer. A 
comparison between results and a Campbell diagram from the experimental analyses 
indicates that the first analyzed contact between stator and seal teeth occur at the same 
rotational velocity as when strains are first obtained in tests, figure 4.1. This further 
strengthens the theory of NSV as the source of excitation. Unlike the contact at the seal 
teeth, the first contact between blade tips and stator does not result in any strains visible 
in data from the experiments discussed in chapter 4.  
 A plot of the oval behaviour of the FBS is presented in figure 9.2 where the influence 
from lock and load slots at the compressor stages is obvious. At stage 5 where the spool 
has its greatest freedom of motion is the influence especially significant. The plot also 
describes how complex the initial contacts between spool and RTV-layer can be when the 
RTV-layer and the stator have a shape similar to figure 4.4.  
 

 
Figure 9.2 A scaled plot of the oval behaviour at the four compressor stages of the spool. 
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 To eliminate the theory of any further possible contacts between spool and 
surrounding components, the displacement of the flange, to which the FPS is mounted, 
has been analyzed, figure 9.1. Section 7.8 has already evaluated the influence of a radial 
contact but if the flange indicates an axial movement towards the fan during rotation, an 
axial contact between fan and FPS could also be established and affect the behaviour of 
the spool. However, results indicate an axial displacement at ω0 which, almost 
insignificantly, increases the gap between the flange and the fan. No contact is present in 
the axial direction during operation and no further investigations of the flange are made. 
 In this chapter analyses of both included and excluded FPS have been tested without 
any noticeable difference in result for the two models. 
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10 Effects at stator contact 
A theory presented at VAC proposes that the contact between spool and stator during the 
wear-in period might be the reason for the stiffer behaviour of the spool in tests. This 
chapter focuses on the first contact with the RTV-layer and investigate possible effects 
related to this contact. Complementary results and diagrams related to this chapter are 
presented in appendix A.4. 

10.1 Constrained upper nodes of the seal teeth 
A first analysis is performed to understand how the natural frequencies are affected if the 
radial expansion of the spool is restrained. If the upper nodes of the seal teeth are 
prevented to translate in the radial direction, the FE-model will be both extremely stiff 
and unrealistic. However, the natural frequencies obtained from the model will serve as 
an upper bound since a possible stiffening effect from the RTV-layer never can exceed 
the stiff state when the seal teeth are entirely constrained. The nodes of the seal teeth are 
in the analysis still free to translate in the axial and tangential direction.  
 A theory for why the RTV-layer would have the possibility to restrain the 
displacements of the seal teeth refers to the first contact between stator and rotor. The 
seal teeth enter the new medium, the RTV-layer, in high speed and due to the irregular 
shape of both rotor and stator is the initial contact very local. During a sudden impact, the 
RTV-layer is forced to instantly move material inside the layer. This natural inertia 
inherent the material might result in repelling forces when the spool and teeth get in 
contact.    

10.1.1 Result 
Constraining the nodes of the seal teeth result in substantially increased natural 
frequencies for the first modal shapes, table 10.1. It can be concluded that the frequency 
increasing effect is most obvious at nodal diameter one and two. The reason for this is 
that these modal shapes are mainly radial and oscillates almost exclusively at the spool 
end. 
 

nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
178% 211% 3% 1% 0% 0% 

Table 10.1 The increase in natural frequency when the upper nodes of the seal teeth are fully constrained 
in the radial direction at ω0. 
 
 Even though the constraints applied here are unreasonably tough, the analysis 
definitely indicates that the natural frequencies in general and the second nodal diameter 
in particular can be increased by preventing the seal teeth from radial expansion. Thus, if 
the RTV-layer has the possibility to stiffen the spool through the seal teeth, the natural 
frequencies will most certainly be increased. However, to evaluate the stiffening effect 
from the RTV-layer more realistically, another approach of the problem is required. 
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10.2 A damping effect from the wear layer 
When the seal teeth get in contact with the stator through the thin RTV-layer is it possible 
that the teeth become damped. Such behaviour would increase the natural frequencies of 
the booster spool. To understand if the seal teeth on the spool are sensitive to damping 
and if they have the possibility to damp the rest of the component, a simple FE-analysis is 
performed. By increasing Young’s modulus in the upper parts of each tooth, the 
corresponding elements become stiffer which theoretically make them able to damp the 
structure. 

 
Figure 10.1 By increasing Young’s modulus in the upper parts of the seal teeth, a possible damping effect 
can be analyzed. 

10.2.1 Result 
Increasing Young’s modulus by factor two in the upper elements at all seal teeth 
according to figure 10.1, result in no noticeable differences concerning the natural 
frequencies. By analyzing the results further, an explanation for the low effect is found.  
 If Young’s modulus in the upper parts of the tooth is increased, the strain rates of the 
two sections in the tooth will differ. The less stiff lower parts of the teeth have a greater 
radial expansion during rotation than the stiffer upper parts and internal forces will 
therefore arise inside each tooth. If the forces inside the teeth reach a critical load, the 
teeth will start to buckle. Since the seal teeth are axially very thin, their resistance against 
buckling is very low. It can be concluded that if the seal teeth and the surrounding 
sections had a greater thickness, damped seal teeth might have shown a greater influence 
on the natural frequencies.  
 Further analyses with Young’s modulus multiplied by factors greater then 100 result 
in increased natural frequencies but the effect is still relatively low.    

10.3 Pressurized seal teeth 
Forces acting on the seal teeth from the wear layer can theoretically arise due to the 
inertia of the RTV-material, discussed in section 10.1. A second theory for why forces 
might appear at the seal teeth ends, derive from the geometrical irregularities of the spool 
and stator at high speed rotation. The change in geometry of the components results in an 
asymmetrically worn down RTV-layer which leads to a varying clearance between spool 
and stator. Hence, gaps filled with compressed air created by the fluctuating profile can 
be expected during rotation. These gaps will be compressed and expanded during 
operation and local pressures might therefore occur on the seal teeth. To evaluate the 
theories and their eventual effects on the spool, a pressure is applied on the top of every 
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seal teeth. A pressure is applied instead of forces since forces, which only can be applied 
in nodes, make the analysis harder to interpret. 

10.3.1 Result 
The absolute difference between inner and outer pressure on the FBS is approximately 
60kPa. By analyzing the radial displacement of the rear hub at different pressures it 
becomes obvious that no greater pressure than 200MPa can be chosen for this analysis. 
For a greater pressure is the radial displacement of the seal teeth negative.  
 Results from the analyses indicate that pressurized seal teeth have little effect on the 
natural frequencies. A certain decreasing effect of the natural frequencies is obtained but 
can be considered as insignificant. It becomes obvious that applying a pressure on the 
seal teeth ends, even if it is a great pressure, is a different situation from preventing radial 
expansion of the teeth as tested in section 10.1. When the nodes are constrained radially, 
the back end at compressor stage 5 is the only section of the FBS with a certain range of 
movement. This implies that the natural frequencies for such a situation are heavily 
dependent of the stiffness at stage 5 and other free sections. If the seal teeth instead are 
subjected to a pressure, the freedom of motion is greater for the entire spool. The effect 
from seal teeth pressure is therefore negligible even if it reduces the radial net forces 
which in turn reduces the pre-stress in the spool and slightly lowers the natural 
frequencies.  
 The main conclusion from these analyses is that even if it theoretically would be 
possible that a pressure would arise close to the seal teeth ends, it would not affect the 
natural frequencies significantly. According to the static analysis is the major difference 
to previous analyses instead that the radial displacements decreases if a pressure is 
applied in the FE-model at the seal teeth ends.  

10.4 Including the RTV-layer in the FE-model 
When the seal teeth get in contact with the RTV-layer, the stiffness of the FBS is thought 
to change due to the close connection to the layer. To expand the FE-model of the spool 
and also include the RTV-material as a sub-component connected to the spool could 
therefore be a possible way of taking eventual stiffening effects in consideration. The 
back section of the spool has proven to be the part with the greatest freedom of motion. 
Therefore rectangular volumes of material are initially modelled only at the last two seal 
teeth. To avoid a contact problem in Ansys, which would make a modal analysis 
impossible, the volumes are penetrated by the seal teeth already in the initial state by 
1mm. The upper surfaces of the volumes are constrained in the radial direction. The 
analysis will prevent the seal teeth from radial motions similarly to what was 
implemented in section 10.1 but instead of constraining the nodes completely are the 
radial displacement of the teeth here prevented by the inertia of the RTV-material.  
 According to product sheets for materials similar to RTV, Young’s modulus lies in an 
interval of 3-30MPa. Poisson’s ratio is according to the same product sheet 0.49. [15] 
Analyses are therefore performed for different values of Young’s modulus inside this 
interval and at different rotational velocities.  
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Figure 10.2 Modeling technique used when the wear layer is included in an FE-analysis.  

10.4.1 Result 
Figure 10.3 clearly indicates that the second nodal diameter is particularly sensitive to 
how Young’s modulus of the two volumes is chosen. The obtained difference of 25% 
between tests and analyses is lost for a material with a Young’s modulus of 
approximately 6.5MPa for the given situation. The result of the analysis implies that even 
for low values of Young’s modulus, the natural frequencies of the second nodal diameter 
are significantly increased. The restrained freedom of motion of the FBS, which the 
included volume implies, has demonstrably a significant stiffening effect.  
 The second nodal diameter is a modal shape which in principle only oscillates in the 
radial plane at the back of the spool and is the modal shape with the greatest radial 
displacement amplitude. Due to this has the second nodal diameter a greater sensitivity to 
the included volumes than other modal shapes. 
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Figure 10.3 Relation between Young’s modulus of included volumes and natural frequencies at ω0. 
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10.5 Including tangential forces on the blades 
The situation when the blades start to wear down the RTV-layer can be compared with 
the situation in a lathe. During lathe tooling, the cutting edge is subjected to cutting 
forces. In the same way are the compressor blades in the GEnx compressor subjected to 
forces when entering and wearing down the RTV-layer. Unlike the common situation in a 
lathe, the cutting here is performed on an elastomer instead of a metal. How the 
formations of chips appear for an elastomer and if there is a risk of a loose edge et cetera 
is hard to predict. However, there is certainly a risk of tangential forces at the blade tips 
that might create a twisting moment on the component. 
 To estimate the magnitude of a possible tangential force, basic beam theory is used. 
By simplifying a compressor blade with a beam, the applied force for an expected 
deflection can be calculated according to equation 10-1 [12].  
 

3
3

L

IE
P

⋅⋅= δ
 (10-1) 

 
 Tangential forces arise also due to air loads on the blades which are specified in a 
load file report for the GEnx engine [11]. The magnitudes of these loads are greater than 
the loads previous estimated by beam theory. Thus, the tangential loads specified in the 
load file are used in analysis. 

 
Figure 10.4 A close-up view on two mass elements subjected to a tangential force at compressor stage 5. 

10.5.1 Result 
An insignificant difference is found for the natural frequencies when tangential forces are 
applied to the blades even for great values. No further analyses are made.  

10.6 Including radial forces on the blades 
To fully understand the behaviour of the compressed air at the blade tips during operation 
is difficult. Local phenomenon between the blade tips and the RTV-layer could possibly 
exert radial forces on the blades. To understand if radial forces have the possibility to 
influence the stiffness of the spool, some simple analyses have been performed. 
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10.6.1 Result 
Radial forces of different values have been applied to the COG of the blades where the 
influence from both positive and negative directed forces has been analyzed. The result 
shows that forces of more than 10kN per two degree sector and stage applied in a positive 
radial direction are needed if the natural frequencies should be increased to values 
obtained in tests. According to [11] is a force of 10kN more than 1000 times greater the 
estimated air load force for a two degree sector. Such large forces change the geometrical 
appearance of the spool considerably and should not be possible during operation. 
Negative applied forces reduce the net force contributions which lower the natural 
frequencies. No further evaluation of possibilities for the phenomenon is made since the 
value of force needed is unreasonably high.  
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11 Geometrical correspondence 
This chapter aims to describe how a geometrical change impacts the stiffness of the FBS. 
Focus is on reinforcements at the back of the spool where the structure is most sensitive 
to excitation. The objective with the analyses in this chapter is to determine the amount of 
reinforcement needed to increase the natural frequencies to values similar to those 
obtained in tests. Complementary results and diagrams related to this chapter are 
presented in appendix A.5. 

11.1 Increased length of rear hub ring 
The spool can be stiffened by welding a ring to the back of the spool. If the ring is 
considered as fully connected to the structure, the existing two degree FE-model can be 
modified by an elongation of the rear hub. Here, three different elongations have been 
tested, 5, 15 and 30 mm, figure 11.1.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 11.1 Ring reinforcements at the back of the spool, 5, 15 and 30 mm. 

11.1.1 Result 
The relation obtained between increased length of the hub and increased natural 
frequencies indicates that an increased length of 18mm raise the natural frequencies for 
the second nodal diameter by 25%. Hence, the natural frequencies of a FE-analyzed spool 
with an 18mm elongated hub correlates to the frequencies obtained for the second nodal 
diameter in tests. The inner radius tolerance of the hub is 0.05mm and the difference 
obtained for the natural frequencies can therefore not be explained by a tolerance 
deviation for the tested spool individual. It shall be noted that it again is the second nodal 
diameter which is most sensitive to the modification. 
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11.2 Increased thickness of support ring 
The four dove tails of the spool are connected by sections called support rings. The 
support rings are very thin and their contribution to the stiffness of the spool should 
theoretically increase with the thickness of material. By letting the thickness of the 
support ring between stage 4 and 5 vary, an understanding for the impact of such a 
geometrical change is obtained. Analyses are performed for thicknesses increased with 
factors 1.1, 1.25, 1.5, 2 and 3.  

 
Figure 11.2 Increased support ring between stage 4 and 5 by factor 3. 

11.2.1 Result 
If a geometrical change should be possible to stiffen the spool, it is necessary that the 
stiffening effect is greater than the influence from increased mass which will lower the 
natural frequencies, compare equation 7-1. If the rear support ring is increased with 
factors less then approximately 1.75, a stiffening effect is obtained at low rotational 
velocities. If the thickness is increased with a factor of greater value, the influence of 
mass affects the final result more than the added stiffness. The natural frequencies are 
then lower than for the initial geometry.  
 At high speed rotation, the stiffening effect added by increasing the thickness of the 
support ring is almost gone. The rotational forces have then increased which stiffens the 
entire spool and the stiffening effect from a thicker support ring is then of minor 
importance. If it is desired to stiffen the FBS, it can from these analyses be concluded that 
thicken the rear support ring is not a suitable method. 
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12 Safety margin for the second nodal diameter 
The original spool had a predicted frequency safety margin at ωr of 17% for the second 
nodal diameter. According to results in the experimental tests was the safety margin for 
the same design and speed 49%.  
 By redesigning the spool the predicted safety margin was increased to 31% according 
to FE-analyses. No further experimental testing has in February 2008 yet been performed 
on the redesigned spool but is scheduled for March 2008. If the difference in percent 
between analyzed and tested values is maintained, the safety margin expected in tests for 
the new design is estimated to 66%. VAC can therefore guarantee a safety margin for the 
second nodal diameter of 31% even if a safety margin of approximately 66% can be 
expected during a wear-in period.  
 Since the value of ω0 is close to the value of ωr it is assumed that the quotient 
between tested and predicted value is remained for the two velocities when 0F  is to be 

estimated according to equation 12-1.  
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13 Result 
This chapter summarize the results from performed analyses in this thesis. Emphasized 
are the following listed results. 

− The outcome of analyses performed in this work interprets a robust spool with a 
low sensitivity to external influences.  

− A spool stiffening effect related to the initial contact between stator and rotor has 
been verified as a possible reason for the stiffer spool obtained in test. It has been 
concluded that the natural frequencies of the second nodal diameter are easily 
increased if contact is present.  

− A conservative way of accounting for spin softening effects has in previous 
analyses resulted in low values of the natural frequencies for the FBS. 

− The first detected strains in test results have in this report been shown to relate to 
when contact between seal teeth and RTV-layer first is established. The theory of 
non-synchronic vibrations, NSV, as the source of excitation for the obtained 
resonance has thereby been verified further. 

− Analyses evaluating the effect of geometrical changes on the FBS have proven 
that the divergence in result between test and analysis is not to be explained by 
geometrical tolerance problems.  

13.1 Model sensitivity to constraints 
For all analyses performed in chapter 7 has the greatest influence on the natural 
frequencies always been obtained at the first and second nodal diameter. These modal 
shapes are obviously most sensitive to model changes. However, the sensitivity to 
constraints of the FE-model describing the FBS is on the basis of the results in this report 
considered as extremely low. 
 Of importance has the choice of connecting method between mass elements and spool 
proven to be. The two connecting methods tested, cerig and rbe3, handle the stiffness 
between master and slave node differently which affect the final result. For the three 
lowest modes, the rbe3 result is approximately 96% of the cerig-result when a two degree 
sector of the spool is considered. A greater sector increases the difference between cerig 
and rbe3-analyses further. Connecting the entire sector width of the dove tail to mass 
elements representing the blade mass is an acceptable method but if cerig-connections are 
used, one must select sector size wisely since the tangential width of the sector is strongly 
related to the achieved results. For rbe3-connected sectors is the sensitivity to sector size 
close to non-existent. It should be noted that it is not the size of the sector in it self which 
affects the result but rather the constrained sector size.  
 Taking the geometry of blade platform, blade foot and the amount of blades at each 
stage in consideration when modelling the FBS have proven to be of minor importance 
for the result of the natural frequencies. Tests have been implemented to evaluate how a 
more correct approach to periodic sectors of the spool and including existing non 
constrained areas affect the natural frequencies. The influences from these factors were of 
no certain significance and are not needed to be included in an FE-model. An 
investigation at VAC also showed that an eventual stiffening effect from the compressor 
blades most likely can be excluded the FE-model since the blades are well distanced from 
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both each other and the dove tails. Analyses in chapter 7 have also shown that including 
the FPS is important since it significantly affects nodal diameter four to six. 
 It has been verified that the FBS is not particularly sensitive to how the boundary 
conditions at the front are applied. The thin cone in the front part of the FBS has not a 
sufficient stiff influence on the section between the clamped front and the stages. This 
implies that the size of the radial constrained area at the front is of minor importance for 
the natural frequencies. Neither the precision of the prescribed radial displacement affects 
the natural frequencies significantly. 
 No tested combinations of varied constraints have indicated that an interaction of 
constraints might affect the natural frequencies. For an analysis where pressure, 
temperature gradient, FPS-pressure and non constrained areas of the dove tail were 
included, a negligible difference to the previous used model where obtained.  
 Previous experiences at VAC state that element size and mesh are of minor 
importance when performing modal analyses. Analyses performed in this report indicated 
a certain divergence in result but the assumption is in general true also for this 
component. 

13.2 The consequence of including spin softening effects 
The method previous used to account for spin softening effects, kspin, has proven to 
result in conservative values of the natural frequencies for the FBS. The method accounts 
for spin softening effects by applying a method used for large deflection analyses in a 
small deflection analysis. Another method, nlgeom, which more accurately accounts for 
the effects needs more computer resources but has shown that a more correct result is 
achieved if the kspin option is turned off. The difference between included and excluded 
kspin option at ω0 is for the second nodal diameter 6% and increases with speed. 

13.3 Effects at stator contact 
The idea of an initial contact between spool and the RTV-layer having a stiffening effect 
on the FBS has been confirmed by analyses performed in this thesis. By including 
volumes of material with a low value of Young’s modulus at the seal teeth ends, the 
slightly prevented radial expansion of the FBS has proven to particularly affect the 
second nodal diameter and easily increase the natural frequencies. Other methods of 
including a possible stiffening effect from the RTV-layer, e.g. by damping the seal teeth 
or applying a pressure at the teeth, have been concluded to wrongfully represent the true 
situation and the result from these analyses has therefore not been considered in the final 
evaluations of stiffening effects at stator contact. 
 Possible stiffening effects related to the compressor blades have also been 
investigated. Both tangential and radial forces have been applied on the blades in the FE-
model but have not resulted in any significantly increased natural frequencies for 
reasonable values of force.  
 A relation to the obtained vibrations and the contact between seal teeth and stator has 
been confirmed by analyses performed in this thesis work. Analyses calculating the 
ovality of the spool have been used to determine at which rotational velocities certain 
points of the spool establish contact with the RTV-layer. The break-in velocity of the seal 
teeth has later been compared to the velocity where vibrations first appeared in 
experimental tests. The comparison indicated an almost perfect correlation.  
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13.4 Geometrical correspondence 
By changing the geometry of the spool, the difference between analytical and 
experimental results can be expressed in geometrical terms. Two different changes have 
been tested. The support ring between stage 4 and 5 has been thickened and the rear hub 
has been elongated. The results show that elongating the rear hub is the most efficient 
method if increased natural frequencies are desired. An elongation of 18mm compensates 
the obtained difference between analysis and test.  
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14 Conclusions and comments 
The difference obtained in tests compared to predicted results is evident and several 
theories of modelling errors have therefore been evaluated in this report. On a component 
level, none of those or other analyzed variations of the FE-model has separately or 
combined with others, resulted in effects which can explain the obtained result 
divergence. However, on a system level has an effect from the initial contact with the 
RTV-layer shown to have a possible stiffening effect on the spool.  
 VAC is a partner company to GE in the GEnx project and has the responsibility and 
willingness to develop a product which fulfils the demands of the client. The FBS is in 
February 2008 in a certification phase and has so far approved all of the demands from 
GE. A certain resonance problem, explained by NSV during an initial contact between 
the spool and the stator, has been considered to disappear after the wear-in period. The 
risk of high cycle fatigue failure due to this particular resonance has been investigated 
and guaranteed to be close to nonexistent.  
 The resonance problem and the reasons for present excitation frequencies are due to 
the restricted accessible information of the complete system, impossible to solve or 
completely explain by a partner company as VAC. However, the stiffer tendency of the 
FBS obtained in tests is a situation which is desirable to fully understand at VAC since it 
is directly related to the development and the methods used during the design process. 
This thesis has proven that the explanation for the in test higher obtained natural 
frequencies of the second nodal diameter are very likely to derive from an initial contact 
between the FBS and its surrounding system. The recommendation to VAC based on this 
report is therefore to continue modelling the FBS and similar components according to 
current standard since the obtained difference can not be related to the design of the 
component developed at the company.  
 Strains and vibrations obtained in tests arise when the rotor for the first time 
accelerates and gets in contact with the RTV-layer which induces NSV. The next time the 
rotor is accelerated, the RTV-layer is already worn down according to the profile of the 
rotor. Thus, the occurrence of excitation frequencies is significantly reduced for a second 
run and the initial problem with vibrations at stator contact might then be gone. More 
important, an eventual stiffening effect related to the contact between stator and the RTV-
layer is lost at a second operation. This means that the in test expected safety margin, 
estimated to 66%, will be slightly reduced after a number of flight cycles. To design the 
spool on the basis of the results achieved in tests is therefore hazardous as long as the 
effect is not proved to remain after a long time of service.  
 When modal analyses are performed, one must always consider a certain marginal of 
error. Depending on FE-program, operative system, script, mesh and model is a certain 
scatter in result always present. Many results obtained in this report have had an almost 
insignificant influence on the result, an influence which often has fallen inside the general 
margin of error.  
 Using a sector model instead of a complete cyclic model is an intelligent way of 
saving reducing the time of calculation. However, understanding how sector size, 
constraint equations, periodical sectors et cetera affect the final result and to choose 
parameters on the basis of this knowledge is important. By surveying the influence in the 
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choice of modelling technique and included parameters, this report aims to explain the 
consequence of these choices.  
 It should be noted that to fully understand and model the situation when contact 
between stator and rotor is established is difficult. Discussions and previous experiences 
at VAC have lead to the tests presented in this report but further proposals of how the 
stator contact affects the spool and how it can be implemented the FE-model are 
encouraged for further evaluation.  
 The foundation of the finite element method is a mathematical model idealizing a true 
structure by simplifying geometry, material, boundary conditions and loads. It is a cost 
saving method which reduces the number of experimental tests and defines constructional 
problems early in the design process. But even if FE-programs become more and more 
advanced and handle problems which would have been impossible to solve twenty years 
ago, the result will always be a simplification of the reality.  
 Several individual analyses of the fan booster spool indicated, after a thoroughly 
worked out design process, that a certain risk of resonance was present for the second 
nodal diameter. To ensure the result, a test on a complete engine was performed which 
indicated frequencies different from those calculated. The test became another reminder 
of FEM as a simplification of the reality. 
 The aim with this report has been to study the idealized model and to appreciate the 
influence of simplified and left out parameters. Results from over one hundred analyses 
are in this report gathered to get an understanding of how parameters affect both general 
models and the fan booster spool as an individual. The general conclusion from these 
tests is that an initial contact with the RTV-layer has a great possibility to stiffen the FBS 
initially but also that no simplifications related to the FE-model has such impact on the 
model of the FBS that it single or combined explains the difference in result between 
analysis and test.  
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15 Future work 
The FBS is a component which in January 2008 is in a certification phase and is soon to 
be in serial production. Design and characteristics of the spool have been thoroughly 
examined and approved by both VAC and GE during the entire design process. However, 
if the obtained difference between FE-analyses and tests for the second nodal diameter 
shall be fully understood, some further work is recommended.  
 An additional engine test performed with the redesigned booster spool would clarify 
if the initial differences in natural frequencies obtained for the old design remains also for 
the new. A second engine test would also result in a more accurate value for the 
redesigned spool then the estimated value of the safety margin. Current information at 
VAC state that an engine test with a redesigned spool will be performed during March 
2008. 
 Further tests on an already ran-in compressor would clarify if vibrations and strains 
obtained when the spool first get in contact with the stator are remained also after a 
number of flight cycles. Based on experiences from previous engine designs at GE, 
internal information at VAC and persons present at engine tests have it in this report been 
assumed that the excitation frequencies and NSV obtained in data received from engine 
tests only are present during a running-in period. However, the documentation of the 
behaviour of the FBS after the running-in period is insufficient and needs to be 
complemented. A recommendation for forthcoming tests is therefore to reconnect the 
existing strain gauges after a number of flight cycles and verify that the strains and 
excitation frequencies no longer remain. In the near future will the development of a 
second and smaller version of the GEnx engine enter a testing phase and for these tests is 
it highly recommended to follow the suggestions given here.  
 If the problem contrary to all expectations is proven to remain after the wear-in 
period, the theory of NSV needs to be further investigated as well as the obtained 
experimentally stiffer behaviour of the FBS. 
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Appendix A 
This is a public version of Appendix A and confidential material has therefore been 
excluded. Certain tables are left without values and in some diagrams have values on axis 
been excluded.   

A.1 Initial condition 
This chapter presents results from an initial analysis of the FBS. The results from the 
analysis have served as reference results during this thesis when changes to the FE-model 
have been made. The analysis has been performed for a two degree sector model with the 
FPS included. The model consists of elements of the Ansys-type solid186 and has 
approximately 75000 nodes and 15000 elements. 
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Table A.1 Frequencies obtained in a reference analysis to which most of the tests in this thesis has been 
compared. 
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Diagram A.1 Campbell diagram based on the results from the reference analysis. 
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A.2 Model sensitivity to constraints 
This chapter presents diagrams and results from analyses discussed in chapter 7. All 
diagrams represent the second nodal diameter if nothing else is stated. The red line in the 
diagrams symbolize the redline speed, ωr.  
The abbreviation n.t. in tables is a shortening of not tested. Results in tables are all taken 
at ω0.   
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Changed blades masses
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Diagram A.2 Difference in result for increased and decreased blade masses. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,38% +0,30% n.t. n.t. n.t. n.t. 

Table A.2 Result if blade masses are decreases 2%. 
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Campbell diagram
Changed Young's modulus
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Diagram A.3 Result for different values of Young’s modulus. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +3,42% +2,84% n.t. n.t. n.t. n.t. 

Table A.3 Result if Young’s modulus is increased 5%. 
 

Campbell diagram
Finer mesh
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Diagram A.4 Result if the element size is reduced by factor 2. 

 
  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 

Change in result -0,19% +2,27% +1,82% -1,78% n.t. n.t. 
Table A.4 Result if the element size is reduced by factor 2. 
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Campbell diagram
Included and excluded FPS
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Diagram A.5 Result when the FPS is included. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,63% +0,11% +2,71% +44,72% +26,00% +12,69% 

Table A.5 Result when the FPS is included the model. 
 

Campbell diagram
Cerig compared to rbe3
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Diagram A.6 Difference in result for cerig and rbe3.  
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result -0,59% -3,42% -3,41% -0,09% -0,04% -0,03% 

Table A.6 Result if rbe3 is used instead of cerig. 
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Campbell diagram
Including stiffness between flanges in dove tail
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Diagram A.7 Differences in result when a massless volume is inserted the dove tail. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,25% +0,35% +0,58% +0,03% +0,02% +0,02% 

Table A.7 Result if a massless volume is inserted the dove tail when rbe3 connections are used. 
 

Campbell diagram
Influence of sector size
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Diagram A.8 Differences in result for different sizes of sector. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result -0,22% -1,56% -1,16% -0,02% -0,01% 0,00% 

Table A.8 Result if the sector size is reduced to a one degree sector. 
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Campbell diagram
Different size of sector and non constrained sectors
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Diagram A.9 Difference in result for different types of sectors. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result -0,59% -1,42% -0,67% -0,02% +0,26% +0,28% 

Table A.9 Result if a 1/84 sector is modeled with non pressurized sectors. 
 

Campbell diagram
The influence of different periodic sectors
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Diagram A.10 Result if the number of blades is reduced depending on stage. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,05% -0,01% +0,04% +0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 

Table A.10 Result if the number of blades is reduced depending on stage. 
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Campbell diagram
Comparison between all models tested where mass elements are connected to 

a two degree sector 
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Diagram A.11 Result from all tests with mass elements connected to a two degree sector. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,01% +0,06% +0,05% +0,00% -0,01% -0,01% 

Table A.11 Difference in result between the 1/84 model and the 1/14 model. 
 

Campbell diagram
Different boundary conditions at spool front
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Diagram A.12 Difference in result for different boundary conditions at spool front. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +2,47% +1,18% +0,14% +0,06% +0,02% +0,01% 

Table A.12 Result if Case4 is used instead of Case1. 
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Campbell diagram
Increasing and decreasing the constant in the predetermined expression for the 

radial expansion.
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Diagram A.13 Difference in result between different factors of the predetermined radial displacement. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result -0,01% 0,00% n.t. n.t. n.t. n.t. 

Table A.13 Result if the factor of the expression describing the radial displacement is increased with 20%. 
 

Campbell diagram
Including pressure on FPS
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Diagram A.14 Result if FPS pressure is included. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,04% +0,16% +2,19% +9,19% +5,34% +1,99% 

Table A.14 Result if FPS pressure is included 
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Campbell diagram
Including temperature gradient
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Diagram A.15 Result if the temperature gradient is included. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +1,17% +0,66% +0,83% +1,24% +1,16% +1,22% 

Table A.15 Result if the temperature gradient is included. 
 

Campbell diagram
Including internal and external pressure
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Diagram A.16 Result if internal and external pressure is included the model. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,09% +0,23% +0,23% -0,14% -0,13% -0,13% 

Table A.16 Result if internal and external pressure is included the model. 
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Campbell diagram
Tested com binations
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Diagram A.17 Differences for different tested combinations of varied constraints. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +3,74% +1,83% +2,59% +12,05% +7,65% +3,73% 

Table A.17 Result if all constraints from previous analyses raising the natural frequencies are combined in 
one analysis. 
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A.3 Reasons for excitation frequencies 
This chapter presents diagrams and results from analyses discussed in chapter 9. 
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Diagram A.18 The displacement of the two front seal teeth. 

 

Displacement at the six rear seal teeth
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Diagram A.19 The displacement of the remaining seal teeth which are less distanced from the stator. 
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Displacement at the centre of the dove tails
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Diagram A.20 The displacement at the centre of the dove tail. The contact distance is considered the 
clearance between blade tips and stator.   
 

Rear seal teeth after compressor stage 5
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Diagram A.21 The displacement of the rear seal teeth. For this tooth has no exact clearance to stator been 
found.  
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A.4 Effects at stator contact 
This chapter presents diagrams and results from analyses discussed in chapter 10. All 
diagrams represent the second nodal diameter if nothing else is stated. The red line in the 
diagrams symbolize the redline speed, ωr.  
The abbreviation n.t. in tables is a shortening of not tested. Results in tables are all taken 
at ω0. 
 

Campbell diagram
Preventing seal teeth from radial displacement
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Diagram A.22 Result if all seal teeth are prevented radial expansion. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +177,76% +211,48% +3,37% +0,81% +0,23% -0,10% 

Table A.18 Result if all seal teeth are prevented radial expansion. 
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Campbell diagram
Influence of damped seal teeth
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Diagram A.23 Different values of damped seal teeth. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,07% +0,08%  n.t. n.t. n.t. n.t. 

Table A.19 Result if the front eight seal teeth is damped with an increased Young’s modulus of factor 2. 
 

Campbell diagram
Influence of pressurized seal teeth
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Diagram A.24 Result if a 10MPa pressure is applied at the seal teeth ends. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result -0,60% -1,50% +1,33% +1,79% n.t. n.t. 

Table A.20 Result if a 10MPa pressure is applied at the seal teeth ends. 
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Young's modulus of inserted material versus natural frequency
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Diagram A.25 The dependency of Young’s modulus in the inserted volumes at the two rear seal teeth. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +10,03% +37,05% +1,48% -0,01% +0,01% +0,01% 

Table A.21 Result if a material of 10MPa is included the FE-model at the two rear seal teeth. 
 

Campbell diagram
Tangential forces applied to blades
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Diagram A.26 Result of different applied tangential forces at the COG of the blades. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +0,02% +0,01% n.t. n.t. n.t. n.t. 

Table A.22 Result if a tangential force, five times greater then the estimated air load, is applied the COG 
of each blade on a two degree sector. 
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The change in natural frequencies when radial forces are applied the 
blades.
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Diagram A.27 Relation between applied force and increased natural frequencies. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result +1,75% +18,92% n.t. n.t. n.t. n.t. 

Table A.23 Result if a force of 10000N is applied each mass element per two degree sector. 
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A.5 Geometrical correspondance 
This chapter presents diagrams and results from analyses discussed in chapter 11. 
The abbreviation n.t. in tables is a shortening of not tested. Results in tables are all taken 
at ω0. 
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Diagram A.28 Relation between elongated rear hub and natural frequencies. 
 

  nd1 nd2 nd3 nd4 nd5 nd6 
Change in result -0,94% +22,21% +1,86% +0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 

Table A.24 Result if the rear hub is elongated by 15 mm. 
 

Campbell diagram
Increased thickness of support ring between stage 4 and stage 5
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Diagram A.29 Result for different thicknesses of support ring between stage 4 and 5. 
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